Automated Search of Minimum Free-Energy Path by Umbrella Integration.
The free-energy landscape is an important factor for understanding the conformational equilibria of chemical reactions, and many techniques have been developed to calculate the potential of the mean force. Unfortunately, these methods require a previous knowledge of the system for calculations because the results depend on the reaction coordinates. In this study, we combine the scaled hypersphere search method with the umbrella integration method to obtain the transition states on free-energy landscapes and minimum-free-energy paths (MFEPs). With this approach, the MFEP connections between known and unknown equilibrium points are constructed without the prior knowledge of the free-energy landscape. The problem of reaction coordinates can be solved by using a multidimensional, fully automated interrogation of MFEPs for acquiring the potential of mean force. The efficiency of the proposed method is demonstrated by applying it to alanine dipeptide and alanine tripeptide. © 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.